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Canto I -The Dark Wood-Dantes meets the Lion, Wolf, and leopard that 

blocks his path to leave. Meets Virgil Canto II -Ante-Inferno-those who live 

without disgrace or praise (stuck constantly chasing after a banner (goal) for 

they never had a goal when they were alive. Passes Acheron, guarded by 

Limbo to enter Limbo. Ghosts do not feel compassion for those in other 

levels of hell except for their own. Canto III and IV -First circle of hell-limbo-

virtuous but un baptized -punishment= no hope and ever longing for god -

poets/philosophers/etc -Homer, Socrates, (live in a castle that has light 

because Dante put poets in high regard) Canto V -Minos is a monster that 

judges which level of hell a sinner goes. Coils his tail as many times as the 

level of hell that he want the sinner to go to. -Second level of hell: 

Lustful/Carnal sinners: blown around by a violent, never ending storm. -

includes those whole killed themselves for love -cleopatra, Paris, Achilles, 

Helen, Francesca de Polanto- slept with brother in law and later killed by 

husband. Canto VI -Gluttonous are punished-when they are alive the do 

nothing but indulge in food and drinks and produces nothing but wastes so 

they are punished to be in filth for eternity. (rained on, stand in worms and 

garbage, barked at by Cereberus. -Ciacco-first prophecy given to Dante -

Before entering into 4th circle of hell Dante and Virgil meets Plutus- “ pape 

satan, pape satan, aleppe" (classical god of wealth) a mythological creature 

who oversees the punishments of the 4th level of hell Canto VII -4th circle of 

hell-punishes the avarice (miserliness) and prodigiality (wastefulness)-

encumbered by dead weights and forced to participate in a parody of an 

earthy dance. -forced to push stones against one another, each saying that 

the other is wrong in the way they manage money. Fitting for their crime 

because they are both bad but on opposite ends of the spectrum. For their 
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imbalance they must forever work against each other to even each other out

-popes and cardinals-avarice in excess- since they did nothing in their lives 

but cared about money they are considered anonymous (reason why Dante 

couldn’t recognize any of them.) -Last judgement -prodigal= heads shaved 

bald -avaricious= outstretched hands closed forever -Styx- appears to be a 

boiling spring but is a filthy marsh (before-sins of the she-wolf/incontinence 

are punished, after sytx= sins of lion and leopard, violence/fraud are 

punished) -5th circle of hell- sin of wrathful and sullen-bank of the river styx 

and constantly fighting the mud. Fitting because they could not manage 

their anger in life. Sullen are submerged in black tar river, forever choking. 

Fitting because they never enjoyed their freedoms so now they are forever 

stuck in the river Canto VIII -reaches the foot of the tower of the city of Dis -

Phlegyas: guardian of the wrathful -Phillipo Argenti- torn to pieces when 

reached for boat -rebel angels- guards at the gates of the City of Dis and 

closed the gates to Virgil and Dante who both expressed wrath in this part of

hell. Divine messenger sent by god will open the gates to the City of Dis for 

Virgil and Dante Canto IX -meets the furies and medusa (turns men to stone)

-Finally enters the city of Dis-punishment of the Heretics= locked in burning 

tombs. Fitting because fire (symbol of god’s love consumes them in torture 

for in life they went against god, so now they cannot escape his love. There 

also can only see distant events, not the present) Canto X -6th circle of hell- 

Heresy- punishment is a stench rising from the abyss -inhabitants are those 

who believe that the soul dies with the body (Pope Anastius) -Farinata 

predicts that Dante will be exiled -Malebolge- simple fraud is punished- no 

special trusting relationship to the defrauder -sins of malice -committed by a 

sinner who willfully do harm or injury to others. - Three rounds- to god, 
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ourselves or to neighbors Canto XI -Sodom and Cahors- Sodomites and 

Usurers are punished -Second circle-hypocrisy, theft, flattery, deals in magic,

falsification, simony, panders, barraters -third circle- smallest-center of the 

earth Canto XII -entrance meets the Minotaur (half man, half bull) -Seventh 

circle of hell-three rings (murder-blood and fire, suicide-branch of tree, 

blasphemy-sand) -river of blood-Phlegethon -dionysius, Alexander, Azzolin, 

Obizzo (murderers at shallow parts and tyrants at deeper parts of blood 

river) -tyrants: Attila, King Pyrrhus, Sextus, Pompey the Great, Rinier de 

Coreto, Rinier Pazzo -centaurs guard the tyrants and murderers (half human,

half horse) -centaur leaders- Chiron, Nesus, Pholus Canto XIII -harpies (birds 

with the faces of woman)- tears branches apart (souls turned to trees) -Pier 

de la Vigne -Profligates run through the woods and are ripped apart over and

over again. Canto XIV -third circle- sand and fire rain -blasphamies- cries the 

loudest for cursing God -Usurers- crouching or sitting hunched up -

homosexuals- move about constantly Canto XV -Brunetto Latini gives a 

prophecy that both political factions will try to destroy Dante Canto XVII -

Geryon-three headed giant with a scorpion’s poisoned tail -usurers-sinners 

who stares at the pouches hung around their necks-scrovegni Canto XVIII -

Malebolge: eighth circle, ditch like, made of stone -first-panderers, flatterers,

seducers (Venedico)-in shit -seducer- Jason Canto XIX -third bolgia of the 

eighth circle punishes the simonists who sold ecclesiastical offices or favors- 

Pope Nicholass Canto XX -Fourth Bolgia- diviners punished by having them 

always facing backwards (Amphiaraus-forsees that he will die and hid before 

war, Tiresias, Manto, Michael Scott, Bonatti Canto XXI -fifth bolgia-barrators 

(those who sells offices for money)- punished in boiling pitch and guarded by

demons who tear them into pieces if the souls venture above the surface 
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(Bonturo Dati) -Sacrimiglion-first of 12 devils Canto XXII -meets a courtier -

Ciampolo tricks devils to release him Canto XXIII -Melebranche devils -sixth 

bolgia-hypocrites- dresses as monks, cloaks are as heavy as weights -winged

angels Canto XXIV -seventh bolgia-theives- Vanni Fucci- prophesized that 

Dante will be exiled from Florence -Cianfa Canto XXVI -eighth bolgia- evil 

counselors burned in flames -Ulyssess and Diomedes-stole palladium, 

proposed Trojan horse Canto XVII -Guido de Montefeltro Canto XXVIII -ninth 

bolgia-body torn apart-sowers of discord Tenth bolgia-impersonation- 

diseases Ninth circle of hell guarded by giants 
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